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BENTLEIGH DRAFT STRUCTURE PLAN
FEEDBACK SUMMARY
CONSULTATION
This was stage 6 of consultation in the development of the draft structure plan for Bentleigh.
Feedback was sought between 30 October and 11 December 2017.
Feedback was sought and recorded through:





An online survey and forum on HaveYourSay;
Community forum;
Four drop in sessions held at Bentleigh library from 3-7pm
By phone and at the planning counter

Letters were sent to all owners and residents within the structure plan study area and also to
residents in the surrounding areas likely to be most affected. This included residents in neighbouring
Councils.
The plans were also promoted by Facebook posts and ads, in the Leader newspaper 4 page lift out,
message on hold, service centre TV screen, table in the libraries and service centre.

FEEDBACK RECEIVED
Community forum attendees: 42
Submissions: 29
Surveys: 42
Online forum submissions: 5
Facebook comments: 10
Drop-in sessions: 60
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EMAIL SUBMISSIONS
SUBMISSION 1 – 31 OCTOBER 2017
From:
Sent: Tuesday, 31 October 2017 6:58 PM
To: Glen Eira City Futures
Cc: Tess Angarane;
Subject: Quality design Guidelines & Draft Structure plans Feed back
Hello,
Regarding the updated Plans for Bentleigh, we are happy to see that the Bentleigh Sunday Market is
to be retained in its current location. (In future updates of the plan, can you please label it as
"Bentleigh Sunday Market"?)
I see from the table on page 47, that there is zero loss of parking spaces in the Bent Street car park.
(It states 136 spaces, but in fact actually 139 bays are numbered there)
On page 39, there is a diagram of the carpark showing a thin connecting plaza running along the
garages of the shops. I know it is a rough diagram and not 100% to scale, but it looks like that thin
plaza is overlapping at least the first 15 car bays.
Can you please explain how the plaza would not affect the first row of parking bays?
Regards,
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property and many others feed off Coles foot traffic and we believe this will be hindered by
the proposed plans.


Even though Acland Street is tourist destination, we believe Acland Street has suffered as a
result of changes there. We visit Acland street on a regular basis and agree with the article
below:

http://mojonews.com.au/it-is-a-dead-zone-business-owners-fume-over-acland-st-upgrade/





There is so much construction noise in the area, more will make it less used and attractive
to tenants and shoppers. We see this as a major source of concern, not just as consumers
but as landlords in terms of loss of potential income.
We are happy with the green spaces available in the area. There are excellent parklands in
the nearby such as Allnutt Park, Wattle Grove Reserve and Bentleigh Reserve.

We are not resistant to change per se, but we do see major problems in the current plan and which
to strongly voice our concerns.
Kind regards,

Brighton East, 3187

Photos were taken with my phone at different times Morning, afternoon and evening on
Wednesday 6 December. It was a very warm day.
They are stamped 1.29 and 1.30 as I screen shot them in my i pad the next day at that time to bring
to the meeting for Thursday 7 December.
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Ms Rebecca McKenzie
Chief Executive Officer
Glen Eira City Council
PO Box 42
Caulfield South VIC 3162
Dear Rebecca,
RE: Future Plans for Bentleigh
I am one of the owners of the properties
Mavho Street, Bentleigh. As per
your letter dated 21 November 2017 and upon review of the draft Structure Plan proposed for
Bentleigh as seen at www.gleneira.vic.gov.au/bentleigh, I have the following concerns:
 Why is there an inconsistency in the proposed overlays in different streets? To be fair the
overlays should be consistent in all streets along Centre Road. This inconsistency is
illustrated in that only Mavho and Loranne Streets have been classified as garden
townhouses allowing for 3-storey developments for more than half the street, whereas
Burgess, Bendigo and Davey Streets that are on either side of the railway station and in fact
closer to these amenities have been classified as heritage and character housing.
 Why also has Mavho and Loranne Street been singled out from the rest of the residential
streets in Bentleigh with denser housing proposed? Of concern is that 18 Mavho Street
which in your current draft of your Structure Plan has a minimal overlay but the properties
around it have a garden townhouse overlay clearly creating a full shadow on my property if
these development overlays are taken up. This could seriously impact our property value
with reduced natural light and overlooking into our property.
 While a long-term vision is important and growth benefits all, the current traffic congestion
and parking can only be termed as bad, just drive down these streets now (especially Mavho
and Loranne Streets) and see the chaos and lack of parking already present. Intuitively if
you increase the amount of developments as proposed in the current draft, this situation
would become even worse. Serious consideration needs to be made now to reducing
traffic and increasing available parking. One way could be by not implementing these
proposed changes with the increased development overlay and implementing a consistent
minimal change overlay in these streets.
 Our concern is also the preservation and protection of the neighbourhood character.
Already the level of development in Mavho Street has impacted the heritage and character
of this street. Further development and more 3-storey garden townhouses will only
exacerbate this so that they are unrecognisable to the beautiful California bungalow, postwar era housing with significant front and rear open space for family enjoyment currently in
place. Maintaining only 2-storey developments or minimal change overlay would better
preserve the neighbourhood character as a minimal change overlay would complement the
existing heritage and character.
 We need to take a stand and take this opportunity to rectify past planning inconsistencies
to maintain the beautiful heritage and character that makes Bentleigh a highly sought-after
neighbourhood by reducing development in residential streets, not increasing it.
 While we can understand and support the necessity of increased density overlays on
Centre Road itself, increasing shops, employment and housing, this should not overflow
beyond Centre Road so that we can maintain the heritage and character of the
neighbourhood, keeping it a quiet residential area for families who want open space and
outdoor living and reducing traffic congestion in residential streets.
I am a concerned property owner and the position of my property is directly affected by these draft
Structure Plans and hence I would like to know how the council will address these issues. It is great
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Bentleigh VIC 3204
2 December 2017
Ms Rebecca McKenzie
Chief Executive Officer
Glen Eira City Council
PO Box 42
Caulfield South VIC 3162
Dear Rebecca,
RE: Future Plans for Bentleigh
As a current resident of Eddys Grove, Bentleigh and a property owner of
Mavho Street, I have had the opportunity to review the Bentleigh Draft Structure Plan
as requested and wish to put forward my thoughts, concerns and objections.
The Council have put forward points and guidelines to preserve and protect the
neighbourhood character, Bentleigh homes consist of heritage, Californian bungalow period
and post war homes with open garden space for family enjoyment. Maintaining a maximum
height of two storeys ie ‘minimal change’ would preserve the existing heritage and
character of housing that is Bentleigh for the future and consistent with the majority of
Bentleigh homes. The suburb of Bentleigh has always been in huge demand because of the
inviting beauty of the area and much sought after family homes. I do not see this being
upheld in the proposed plans.
Living in Bentleigh for more than 30 years I am seeing the rapid change in developments and
I am very disappointed and concerned with the future of Bentleigh. I am challenged daily,
driving in and out of Mavho Street as well as trying to park to go to the shops. The vehicle
congestion is ridiculous, TRAFFC AND PARKING IS ALREADY STRIFE. If councillors have
ever driven down Mavho Street with the already developed large apartment blocks in a
narrow suburban street, exacerbating the traffic situation, this will become apparent. My
concern here is how are council going to address the current and any proposed traffic and
parking congestion?
Personally and more importantly, my objection with the proposed plan is that my property
is being directly impacted. Why does my property at
Mavho St in the proposed plan,
have both the north and east boundaries surrounded by the proposed ‘Garden
Townhouses of 2-3 Storeys’ and my property being left at ‘proposed minimal change 1-2
storey’, this is inconsistent with all your other planning street boundaries, for example
Mitchell and Robert Street have development of the same height, back to back, that line up,
so why has my property at Mavho Street been singled out and inconsistent?
The proposed plan is robbing me of my northern sun and eastern sun and my property is
boxed in from the southern and northern boundary at Loranne Street and to the northern
boundary on Mavho Street. As a result of this proposed plan, I have the very real possibility
of being totally affected concerning both the natural sunlight, and negative visual appearance
of the bulkiness of the three storey developments. This detrimentally impacts the value of
my property compared to the surrounding northern and eastern properties. Again where is
the fairness in the considerations in this proposed plan?
I do appreciate that council needs to plan for future growth but my opinion is that multilevel developments should be left to the major road, being Centre Road, and not spilled out
into the connecting streets. If the council wants a more consistent approach then they
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SUBMISSION 28 – 8 JANUARY 2018
Dear Sir/Madam
My name is

. My wife and I own and live in a house at

Jasper Rd, Bentleigh.

Thank you for consulting with residents in relation to the Bentleigh Structure Plan Draft. We have
reviewed the draft, and are generally supportive of several proposals. However, we do have a high
level of concern in relation to the proposed new multi-level car park.
We focus our comments below on three primary safety and related concerns about the proposal at
the Horsley Street site:
1.
-

-

2.

3.

Traffic flow and safety:
Figure 11.0 of the draft document shows three carpark entrances/exits, all of which
appear certain to result in heavily increased traffic flow into Horsley Street and its
intersection with Jasper Road. This raises real safety concerns.
The current Horsley Street/Jasper Road intersection is already a source of problems; in
the past month there have already been two accidents involving cars crashing into fences on
Jasper Road when turning into or out of Horsley Street (specifically, one accident at 181
Jasper Road in early December, and one accident at 183 Jasper Road in late
December). We also know of two prior incidents. It is fortunate no-one has been
seriously injured to date, but property and car damage has occurred not infrequently.
Jasper Road is extremely busy most hours of the day, and cars attempting to turn onto
Jasper Road or from Jasper Road into Horsley Street often do so at speed, to cut through
small gaps in the traffic flow or avoid being caught at the lights at the main Jasper/Centre
Road intersection. We can foresee that the proposal would exacerbate this, with longer
queues of cars waiting to turn into and out of Horsley Street. Any substantial increase in
traffic flow and ‘traffic jams’ at this intersection can only heighten safety risks for
pedestrians.
In this context, we would like to know how the safety and traffic flow issue would be
appropriately mitigated if the proposal was implemented?

Security in and around the carpark:
Multi-level carparks can often be dimly lit and are associated by many in the public with
safety and security concerns – particularly at night-time for the elderly and
women. Concern will be heightened by having a multi-level carpark adjoining shops that
currently include a liquor store and a chemist that operates services such as a methadone
program.
In this context, we would like to know what steps would be taken to ensure public
safety and peace of mind if the proposal was implemented? For example, if the proposal
was implemented, would there be a guarantee that security personnel would be stationed at
the carpark every evening, and regular patrols during daylight hours?
Carpark height:
We understand there has been suggestions the multi-level carpark could be 5 or even
more stories. This is wholly inappropriate for the area.
We understand that the idea is to effectively replace car parking from the existing
Godfrey Street and Vickery Street car parks, but clearly the volume of car spaces sought is
too great in terms of its impact on the nature and aesthetics of the surrounding residential
area if it would require anything like 5 levels.
-
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-

-

The draft document notes that a consideration for the project includes the need for any
multi-level car park to have an “[a]ppropriately built form to respond to the surrounding
residential areas”, and it is difficult to see how this could be achieved with more than 2-3
levels given almost all of the houses on Horsley Street that wold face the carpark are single
storey.
In this context, we would like to know what number of levels are currently in focus for
the proposal, and if more than 2-3, on what basis the City of Glen Eira can form the view
that this is appropriate (taking into account the nature and form of the surrounding area
and the security concerns referenced in sections 1 and 2 of this email)?

Given the issues raised above, it is difficult to understand why the land adjoining Bentleigh station
would not be considered a more appropriate site for any new car parking levels, particularly given
the popularity of the supermarket in the vicinity and the abundance of land (particularly on the west
side of the train tracks) and the unsuitability of that land for other development purposes. We
would be interested to hear why the Horsley Street site was considered a more fitting site than the
land adjoining Bentleigh station?
Once again, we are appreciative of the efforts the City of Glen Eira are making to consult on the
various proposals referenced in the draft document, and the focus on ensuring changes are in the
interests of the local community.
We note that page 4 of the draft document refers to “support[ing] safe, accessible and friendly
streets” as one of the key objectives of the proposals. The issues/concerns we mention above call
into question whether the multi-level car park proposal for Horsley Street would meet this key
objective, and accordingly we look forward to your response.
Kind regards,
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SUBMISSION 29 – 9 FEBRUARY 2018
From:
Sent: Friday, 9 February 2018 10:05 AM
To: Cr. Jamie Hyams
Subject:
Cr Hyams,
Thank you for taking the time to review this email and our submission towards the Bentleigh
Structure Plan.
We submitted the proposal attached for
Bentleigh Vic 3204 on the 14th of
December, 2017 as part of the new Structure Plan process. We met with Sarah Lane & Sophie
Holdsworth from the City of Glen Eira’s Strategic Planning Department on the 1st of December
2017 who recommended we meet with locals to discuss their concerns and present these findings
in this proposal.
We support Council’s approach to the re-structure and we remain committed to working in with
the local Community which is why we door knocked the residents along Bendigo Avenue to discuss
the proposed development. Undoubtedly we received an overwhelming level of support for the
proposal (12 signed resident letters attached), for a number of reasons including the industrial zone
and use in a residentially built up area and in particular because of the existing building being
problematic with graffiti. Attached are elevation photos of the site and a Leader Newspaper article
regarding the graffiti.
We have attempted to highlight in the proposal that the highest and best use for the site would be
the ‘garden terrace townhouse’. This is mainly due to the commercial viability of the site which
would require a third level to achieve our desired outcome being a row of three storey owner
occupied townhouses. Unfortunately we haven’t been successful in obtaining an indication from the
Strategic Planning Department as to what the new zoning will be although it has been indicated that
the new zoning across
, Bentleigh will likely fall back to NRZ1 being ‘minimal
change’.
As you will know, the new regulations regarding the minimum garden area including private open
space requirements has impacted our initial site analysis and feasibility because this was a change
made after we agreed to purchase the site. Our overall concern is that if the zoning under the new
plan does equate to minimal change then the development viability will be lost and the site may not
be developed for a number of years to come.
The site is located within 400m of two Train Stations hence higher density should be encouraged.
Also the site is located on the southern end of the block and no overshadowing will affect any
residents. The proposed design incorporates a transition in respect to the northern neighbour.
The overwhelming feedback we received about overdevelopment was directed at developments like
those in Mitchell street and not towards designs like
that have genuine transitions and
respectable building heights.
We ask that you look at the proposal and support the development as we believe this townhouse
site will encourage housing diversity for more young families to move into the area. The location of
the site is a perfect location for a highly sustainable development.
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SURVEYS
A total of 42 surveys were completed either online or at the community forum. Participants were
asked to what extent they thought the proposed actions in the plan address the top 10 following
community concerns raised during consultation. A summary of responses is provided below.
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SURVEY 1
To what extent do you think the proposed actions (listed in the above table)
address the following community concerns raised during consultation?
Eight storeys is too high for the commercial area of Bentleigh.: Somewhat
Development in residential areas is excessive.: Somewhat
Keep building heights low in the shopping strip.: Somewhat
More parking is needed.: Not well
Protect and preserve the heritage and character of our neighbourhoods.: This must be done well
More green outdoor areas are needed.: Well
The Bentleigh market should remain in its current location.: Very well
Provide more housing for families.: Well
More night-time activity is needed with safe places for people to gather.: Well
Extension of zoning boundaries south of Centre Road is concerning. : Not sure

Please provide any comments about the proposed actions.
The pedestrian and mall proposals can only go ahead if Coles moves towards Jasper Road from its
current site. Parking must remain around Coles (the centre of Bentleigh) as people don't want to
walk large distances with groceries. Traffic needs access onto Centre road, blocking off Vickery
Street would cause congestion. The system at present on the northern side of Centre Road works
well.

Please list any further feedback that you would like to include in your
submission.
There is opportunity on the south side to re-vamp the rotunda and put grass there. Parking on the
north side of Centre Road is good. High rise parking sites are not good as they will be eye-sores.
The library and community centre on Robert Street are great places and shold be used as centre
points for Bentleigh. Building heights must be strictily set. Four storeys is adequate for both sides of
Centre Road. Heritage shops must be protected with no setback development above them. Activity
Centre should not be enlarged.
Garden apartments in designated areas (see p21 of draft plan) should be no more than 2 storeys
with the third set back. Town houses should be 2 storeys. Apartments 3 storeys.
These should only be allowed as specified on p21 of the Structure Draft Plan.
A mix of these residences is too complicated – only 2 blocks should be allowed per development.
That is, a development such as in Adelaide St McKinnon with 34 townhouses on 5 blocks should not
be allowed. The scale is too big.
Heritage and character housing must be carefully monitored. More houses need to be heritage
over-layed.
The size of the Activity Centre for Bentleigh and other areas of McKinnon and Ormond should not
be increased.

Please list your suburb
BENTLEIGH, VIC

Please list your street name
DONALDSON ST
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SURVEY 2
To what extent do you think the proposed actions (listed in the above table)
address the following community concerns raised during consultation?
Eight storeys is too high for the commercial area of Bentleigh.: Very well
Development in residential areas is excessive.: Very well
Keep building heights low in the shopping strip.: Somewhat
More parking is needed.: Not well
Protect and preserve the heritage and character of our neighbourhoods.: Very well
More green outdoor areas are needed.: Very well
The Bentleigh market should remain in its current location.: Very well
Provide more housing for families.: Very well
More night-time activity is needed with safe places for people to gather.: Very well
Extension of zoning boundaries south of Centre Road is concerning. : Very well

Please provide any comments about the proposed actions.
I’m happy with the options, they are sensible. I don’t believe we need more parking

Please list any further feedback that you would like to include in your
submission.
I would like a skate park. I believe it will bring more people.

Please list your suburb
BENTLEIGH, VIC

Please list your street name
SOMERS ST
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SURVEY 3
To what extent do you think the proposed actions (listed in the above table)
address the following community concerns raised during consultation?
Eight storeys is too high for the commercial area of Bentleigh.: Not at all
Development in residential areas is excessive.: Not at all
Keep building heights low in the shopping strip.: Not at all
More parking is needed.: Not at all
Protect and preserve the heritage and character of our neighbourhoods.: Not at all
More green outdoor areas are needed.: Not at all
The Bentleigh market should remain in its current location.: Somewhat
Provide more housing for families.: Not at all
More night-time activity is needed with safe places for people to gather.: Very well
Extension of zoning boundaries south of Centre Road is concerning. : Not at all

Please provide any comments about the proposed actions.
Please list any further feedback that you would like to include in your
submission.
Please list your suburb
BENTLEIGH, VIC

Please list your street name
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SURVEY 4
To what extent do you think the proposed actions (listed in the above table)
address the following community concerns raised during consultation?
Eight storeys is too high for the commercial area of Bentleigh.: Not at all
Development in residential areas is excessive.: Not at all
Keep building heights low in the shopping strip.: Not at all
More parking is needed.: Not at all
Protect and preserve the heritage and character of our neighbourhoods.: Somewhat
More green outdoor areas are needed.: Not at all
The Bentleigh market should remain in its current location.: Somewhat
Provide more housing for families.: Not at all
More night-time activity is needed with safe places for people to gather.: Somewhat
Extension of zoning boundaries south of Centre Road is concerning. : Not well

Please provide any comments about the proposed actions.
One way pedestrianizing street will make huge issues for all other Heritage Overlay neighbouring
streets. You have not addressed empty shops and the very large number of very poor quality shops
– women’s clothing and discount shops are not what average owner wants.

Please list any further feedback that you would like to include in your
submission.
More night-time activity was not and does not mean venues for consumption of alcohol into late
night, early morning hours disturbing residents who cannot afford to eat/drink etc. at high end
market places bringing excessive noise and additional parking issues that are already excessive and
not been addressed.

Please list your suburb
BENTLEIGH, VIC

Please list your street name
CAMPBELL ST
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SURVEY 5
To what extent do you think the proposed actions (listed in the above table)
address the following community concerns raised during consultation?
Eight storeys is too high for the commercial area of Bentleigh.: Somewhat
Development in residential areas is excessive.: Somewhat
Keep building heights low in the shopping strip.: Well
More parking is needed.: Very well
Protect and preserve the heritage and character of our neighbourhoods.: Very well
More green outdoor areas are needed.: Very well
The Bentleigh market should remain in its current location.: Very well
Provide more housing for families.: Somewhat
More night-time activity is needed with safe places for people to gather.: Very well
Extension of zoning boundaries south of Centre Road is concerning. : Not well

Please provide any comments about the proposed actions.
Please list any further feedback that you would like to include in your
submission.
Please list your suburb
BENTLEIGH, VIC

Please list your street name
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SURVEY 6
To what extent do you think the proposed actions (listed in the above table)
address the following community concerns raised during consultation?
Eight storeys is too high for the commercial area of Bentleigh.: Not at all
Development in residential areas is excessive.: No more than 2-3 storeys
Keep building heights low in the shopping strip.:
More parking is needed.: No more parking at Horsley St
Protect and preserve the heritage and character of our neighbourhoods.: Very well
More green outdoor areas are needed.: Very well
The Bentleigh market should remain in its current location.: Very well
Provide more housing for families.: Very well
More night-time activity is needed with safe places for people to gather.: Very well
Extension of zoning boundaries south of Centre Road is concerning. : Somewhat

Please provide any comments about the proposed actions.
When we bought our house in Horsley Street, we had houses opposite us – now we have a parking
strip – now you are proposing multi-storey parking area opposite us. I used to tell my friends and
family what a great Council you are – now you appear to be trying to take over!!! People who need
to use Bentleigh shops and trains should use public transport to arrive at these destinations and not
put stress on needing more parking sites in Bentleigh. Also, our property values will drop
enormously. If I was a much younger person, I would consider moving from here, but I have a
convenient position near shops, doctors, dentists and transport. I am not happy with this Council.

Please list any further feedback that you would like to include in your
submission.
Please list your suburb
BENTLEIGH, VIC

Please list your street name
HORSLEY ST
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SURVEY 7
To what extent do you think the proposed actions (listed in the above table)
address the following community concerns raised during consultation?
Eight storeys is too high for the commercial area of Bentleigh.: Well
Development in residential areas is excessive.: Well
Keep building heights low in the shopping strip.: Well
More parking is needed.: Well
Protect and preserve the heritage and character of our neighbourhoods.: Somewhat
More green outdoor areas are needed.: Well
The Bentleigh market should remain in its current location.: Well
Provide more housing for families.: Somewhat
More night-time activity is needed with safe places for people to gather.: Well
Extension of zoning boundaries south of Centre Road is concerning. : Somewhat

Please provide any comments about the proposed actions.
Better quality, style and construction of buildings. Car parking for shops and residents needs
to be increased for each dwelling. What style is the Bentleigh look. Most dwellings are originally art
deco and 30’s and 40’s style.

Please list any further feedback that you would like to include in your
submission.
Please list your suburb
BENTLEIGH, VIC

Please list your street name
NEPEAN HWY
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SURVEY 8
To what extent do you think the proposed actions (listed in the above table)
address the following community concerns raised during consultation?
Eight storeys is too high for the commercial area of Bentleigh.: Well
Development in residential areas is excessive.: Well
Keep building heights low in the shopping strip.: Well
More parking is needed.: Well
Protect and preserve the heritage and character of our neighbourhoods.: Well
More green outdoor areas are needed.: Well
The Bentleigh market should remain in its current location.: Well
Provide more housing for families.: Very well
More night-time activity is needed with safe places for people to gather.: Very well
Extension of zoning boundaries south of Centre Road is concerning. : Very well

Please provide any comments about the proposed actions.
The pedestrian only mall is a great idea. Please think about how to protect it from graffiti and
vandalism.
Preserving heritage is very important. You have moved in the right direction but I think the heritage
areas need to be expanded.

Please list any further feedback that you would like to include in your
submission.
Please list your suburb
BENTLEIGH, VIC

Please list your street name
NEPEAN HWY
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SURVEY 9
To what extent do you think the proposed actions (listed in the above table)
address the following community concerns raised during consultation?
Eight storeys is too high for the commercial area of Bentleigh.: Not at all
Development in residential areas is excessive.: Not at all
Keep building heights low in the shopping strip.: Somewhat
More parking is needed.: Very well
Protect and preserve the heritage and character of our neighbourhoods.: Very well
More green outdoor areas are needed.: Very well
The Bentleigh market should remain in its current location.: Very well
Provide more housing for families.: Very well
More night-time activity is needed with safe places for people to gather.: Very well
Extension of zoning boundaries south of Centre Road is concerning. : Not at all

Please provide any comments about the proposed actions.
Please list any further feedback that you would like to include in your
submission.
Please list your suburb
BENTLEIGH, VIC

Please list your street name
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SURVEY 10
To what extent do you think the proposed actions (listed in the above table)
address the following community concerns raised during consultation?
Eight storeys is too high for the commercial area of Bentleigh.: Not well
Development in residential areas is excessive.: Somewhat
Keep building heights low in the shopping strip.: Not well
More parking is needed.: Not at all
Protect and preserve the heritage and character of our neighbourhoods.: Somewhat
More green outdoor areas are needed.: Very well
The Bentleigh market should remain in its current location.: Well
Provide more housing for families.: Not well
More night-time activity is needed with safe places for people to gather.: Very well
Extension of zoning boundaries south of Centre Road is concerning. : Not well

Please provide any comments about the proposed actions.
Disagree that 8 storeys is too high. Sunlight to footpaths/roads important, so set-back height limits
should be included. Perhaps measure as visible building roofline angle from street level?
Of current 3&4 storey layout around Bentleigh station, inside 1/3 radius should be 5 storey.
Permit taller buildings in heritage areas pending architectural style matching and preserve façade of
multi-storey buildings.
Permit 4 storey residential only on main roads ie. Centre Rd for whole length.
Improve Centre Rd bus so no need for extra carparking.
Larger multi-bedroom apartments for families – essentially stacked house layouts? 1/8 acre

Please list any further feedback that you would like to include in your
submission.
Need to advocate for improved bus services ie. 703 every 10 minutes 6am-10pm every day; and
every 20 minutes overnight.
There is no reference to busses in the plan! Jasper Rd bus? Shift 701 bus to extend along Brewer Rd
or to Patterson Station?
Car parking on top of Coles? Agree shifting supermarket to corner Jasper/Centr. Current site
additional residential should be up to 8 storeys in centre of structure – less outside.
Should Benteligh have a cinema or other medium-scale attraction.
Trees n plaza mean Bentleigh >> Oakleigh!

Please list your suburb
BENTLEIGH EAST, VIC

Please list your street name
GOWRIE ST
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SURVEY 11
To what extent do you think the proposed actions (listed in the above table)
address the following community concerns raised during consultation?
Eight storeys is too high for the commercial area of Bentleigh.: Well
Development in residential areas is excessive.: Somewhat
Keep building heights low in the shopping strip.: Well
More parking is needed.: Well
Protect and preserve the heritage and character of our neighbourhoods.: Somewhat
More green outdoor areas are needed.: Somewhat
The Bentleigh market should remain in its current location.: Well
Provide more housing for families.: Somewhat
More night-time activity is needed with safe places for people to gather.: Somewhat
Extension of zoning boundaries south of Centre Road is concerning. : Well

Please provide any comments about the proposed actions.
Resolve the conflict between heritage overlay (one-storey) with proposed 4 storey apartments.
Traffic and parking is an issue with respect to proposed multi-level carparks. Closing off Vickery St
is a problem. Relocation of Coles supermarket is an issue as it acts as a hub for the entire shopping
centre.

Please list any further feedback that you would like to include in your
submission.
Please list your suburb
BENTLEIGH, VIC

Please list your street name
MCLEAN AVENUE
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SURVEY 12
To what extent do you think the proposed actions (listed in the above table)
address the following community concerns raised during consultation?
Eight storeys is too high for the commercial area of Bentleigh.: Very well
Development in residential areas is excessive.: Very well
Keep building heights low in the shopping strip.: Very well
More parking is needed.: Very well
Protect and preserve the heritage and character of our neighbourhoods.: Very well
More green outdoor areas are needed.: Very well
The Bentleigh market should remain in its current location.: Very well
Provide more housing for families.: Very well
More night-time activity is needed with safe places for people to gather.: Very well
Extension of zoning boundaries south of Centre Road is concerning. : Not well

Please provide any comments about the proposed actions.
Well-presented and clear

Please list any further feedback that you would like to include in your
submission.
Please list your suburb
BENTLEIGH, VIC

Please list your street name
CAMPBELL ST
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SURVEY 13
To what extent do you think the proposed actions (listed in the above table)
address the following community concerns raised during consultation?
Eight storeys is too high for the commercial area of Bentleigh.: Very well
Development in residential areas is excessive.: Very well
Keep building heights low in the shopping strip.: Very well
More parking is needed.: Very well
Protect and preserve the heritage and character of our neighbourhoods.: Very well
More green outdoor areas are needed.: Very well
The Bentleigh market should remain in its current location.: Very well
Provide more housing for families.: Very well
More night-time activity is needed with safe places for people to gather.: Very well
Extension of zoning boundaries south of Centre Road is concerning. : Very well

Please provide any comments about the proposed actions.
Please list any further feedback that you would like to include in your
submission.
Agree with Campbell St one-way.
Place green area at end of street with seating and more trees.
Work to eliminate overhead power lines.
All other height restrictions and additional green areas is good.

Please list your suburb
BENTLEIGH, VIC

Please list your street name
CAMPBELL ST
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SURVEY 14
To what extent do you think the proposed actions (listed in the above table)
address the following community concerns raised during consultation?
Eight storeys is too high for the commercial area of Bentleigh.: Very well
Development in residential areas is excessive.: Not well – residential should be 2 storeys
Keep building heights low in the shopping strip.: Very well
More parking is needed.: Somewhat
Protect and preserve the heritage and character of our neighbourhoods.: Very well
More green outdoor areas are needed.: Very well
The Bentleigh market should remain in its current location.: Very well
Provide more housing for families.: Well
More night-time activity is needed with safe places for people to gather.: Very well
Extension of zoning boundaries south of Centre Road is concerning. : Well

Please provide any comments about the proposed actions.
I believe residential streets to remain ‘neighbourhood character’ should be no more than 2 storeys
as it is currently NRZ1 zone. Does not fit with ‘streetscape’ and just too large. Ie. How can Blair St
(a dead end street) and residential street be zoned RGZ & GRZ – high density – I feel so sorry for
the residents with the development in their street.

Please list any further feedback that you would like to include in your
submission.
The new proposed higher plan – our street – Fitzroy St south side proposing 3 storeys, north side
of street is 2 – that would be ridiculous.
North side are smaller blocks and looking at huge residential townhouses/homes on other side of
street certainly does fit ‘neighbourhood character’.
Congratulations on the efforts to date with the structure plan – very exciting. Nice to see some
‘decent’ retailers move in ie. Sportsgirl/Sonder Bar to Centre Rd.

Please list your suburb
MCKINNON, VIC

Please list your street name
FITZROY ST
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SURVEY 15
To what extent do you think the proposed actions (listed in the above table)
address the following community concerns raised during consultation?
Eight storeys is too high for the commercial area of Bentleigh.: Well
Development in residential areas is excessive.: Not at all
Keep building heights low in the shopping strip.: Somewhat
More parking is needed.: Not well
Protect and preserve the heritage and character of our neighbourhoods.: Very well
More green outdoor areas are needed.: Well
The Bentleigh market should remain in its current location.: Very well
Provide more housing for families.: Well
More night-time activity is needed with safe places for people to gather.: Very well
Extension of zoning boundaries south of Centre Road is concerning. : Well

Please provide any comments about the proposed actions.
Very positive, hopefully State Gov comes on board.

Please list any further feedback that you would like to include in your
submission.
Traders parking permit.
Facilities for electric cars.

Please list your suburb
MCKINNON, VIC

Please list your street name
FITZROY ST
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SURVEY 16
To what extent do you think the proposed actions (listed in the above table)
address the following community concerns raised during consultation?
Eight storeys is too high for the commercial area of Bentleigh.: Not at all
Development in residential areas is excessive.: Not well
Keep building heights low in the shopping strip.: Not well
More parking is needed.: Not well
Protect and preserve the heritage and character of our neighbourhoods.: Somewhat
More green outdoor areas are needed.: Somewhat
The Bentleigh market should remain in its current location.: Very well
Provide more housing for families.: Somewhat
More night-time activity is needed with safe places for people to gather.: Don’t care
Extension of zoning boundaries south of Centre Road is concerning. :

Please provide any comments about the proposed actions.
No costing yet – will rates increase and when

Please list any further feedback that you would like to include in your
submission.
Greedy Council. What about public toilets in East Bentleigh. Infrastructure – how will it cope.
One street – Centre Rd so busy.
Do families want to live in apartments with 3 kids.

Please list your suburb
BENTLEIGH, VIC

Please list your street name
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SURVEY 17
To what extent do you think the proposed actions (listed in the above table)
address the following community concerns raised during consultation?
Eight storeys is too high for the commercial area of Bentleigh.: Somewhat (exemptions)
Development in residential areas is excessive.: Well
Keep building heights low in the shopping strip.: Not well (exemptions)
More parking is needed.: Somewhat (mandatory parking exemptions)
Protect and preserve the heritage and character of our neighbourhoods.: Very well
More green outdoor areas are needed.: Very well
The Bentleigh market should remain in its current location.: Well
Provide more housing for families.: Very well
More night-time activity is needed with safe places for people to gather.: Very well
Extension of zoning boundaries south of Centre Road is concerning. : Very well

Please provide any comments about the proposed actions.
Please list any further feedback that you would like to include in your
submission.
Please list your suburb
BENTLEIGH, VIC

Please list your street name
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SURVEY 18
To what extent do you think the proposed actions (listed in the above table)
address the following community concerns raised during consultation?
Eight storeys is too high for the commercial area of Bentleigh.: Well
Development in residential areas is excessive.: Very well
Keep building heights low in the shopping strip.: Well
More parking is needed.: Somewhat
Protect and preserve the heritage and character of our neighbourhoods.: Not at all
More green outdoor areas are needed.: Well
The Bentleigh market should remain in its current location.: no idea if this is the best location for
the market
Provide more housing for families.: Very well
More night-time activity is needed with safe places for people to gather.: As long as this doesn’t
increase number of bottleshops and fuel alcohol induced violence.
Extension of zoning boundaries south of Centre Road is concerning. :

Please provide any comments about the proposed actions.
In new ‘outdoor areas’ what safety and security is there for residents/families to use them day and
night?
Need for improved lighting and cameras
Yes a larger better spot for Coles, custom built with underground parking (see Bay Street Brighton
Coles).

Please list any further feedback that you would like to include in your
submission.
Need more car parking.
A mix of short and long term parking.

Please list your suburb
BENTLEIGH, VIC

Please list your street name
BRUCE ST
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SURVEY 19
To what extent do you think the proposed actions (listed in the above table)
address the following community concerns raised during consultation?
Eight storeys is too high for the commercial area of Bentleigh.: Very well
Development in residential areas is excessive.: Not well
Keep building heights low in the shopping strip.: Very well
More parking is needed.: Somewhat
Protect and preserve the heritage and character of our neighbourhoods.: Somewhat
More green outdoor areas are needed.: Somewhat
The Bentleigh market should remain in its current location.: Not well
Provide more housing for families.: Not well
More night-time activity is needed with safe places for people to gather.: Somewhat
Extension of zoning boundaries south of Centre Road is concerning. : Somewhat

Please provide any comments about the proposed actions.
If you’re encouraging use of Godfrey St site as park you need to consider how existing shops will be
utilized. Currently, they will use space for rubbish etc. How will this be affected? Are you encourage
cafes to face the area? This involves private investment and needs careful thought. Also need to
consider night-time security in park.
How will you encourage appropriate night-time activity? We don’t want to see more drunks on the
street.
How will methadone dispensary at corner Jasper/Cantre Rd work with changes to environment?
(safety)
Why not do a land swap with Coles to have it relocate to make plans for park and parking work
better?

Please list any further feedback that you would like to include in your
submission.
Please list your suburb
BENTLEIGH, VIC

Please list your street name
BRUCE ST
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SURVEY 20
To what extent do you think the proposed actions (listed in the above table)
address the following community concerns raised during consultation?
Eight storeys is too high for the commercial area of Bentleigh.: Very well
Development in residential areas is excessive.: Very well
Keep building heights low in the shopping strip.: Very well
More parking is needed.:
Protect and preserve the heritage and character of our neighbourhoods.: Well
More green outdoor areas are needed.: Well
The Bentleigh market should remain in its current location.: Very well
Provide more housing for families.: Very well
More night-time activity is needed with safe places for people to gather.: Well
Extension of zoning boundaries south of Centre Road is concerning. : Well

Please provide any comments about the proposed actions.
Great work has been done. I think the idea of the parkland is great, however people want to be
close to Coles. They don’t want to walk 1-2 blocks to get to the multi-storey car park, especially
the elderly and mothers.
Blocking off streets will be adverse to traffic flow.
More work needed at the rotunda with regard to open areas.
Traffic flow.

Please list any further feedback that you would like to include in your
submission.
Please list your suburb
BENTLEIGH, VIC

Please list your street name
DONALDSON ST
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SURVEY 21
To what extent do you think the proposed actions (listed in the above table)
address the following community concerns raised during consultation?
Eight storeys is too high for the commercial area of Bentleigh.: Very well
Development in residential areas is excessive.: Well
Keep building heights low in the shopping strip.: Very well
More parking is needed.: Somewhat
Protect and preserve the heritage and character of our neighbourhoods.: Very well
More green outdoor areas are needed.: Somewhat
The Bentleigh market should remain in its current location.: Somewhat
Provide more housing for families.: Somewhat
More night-time activity is needed with safe places for people to gather.: Somewhat
Extension of zoning boundaries south of Centre Road is concerning. : Somewhat

Please provide any comments about the proposed actions.
More parking
Support new shopping strip
Seems like redevelopment is lop-sided – should create more opportunity on East side of Centre
Road strip

Please list any further feedback that you would like to include in your
submission.
Please list your suburb
BENTLEIGH, VIC

Please list your street name
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SURVEY 22
To what extent do you think the proposed actions (listed in the above table)
address the following community concerns raised during consultation?
Eight storeys is too high for the commercial area of Bentleigh.: Not at all
Development in residential areas is excessive.: Not at all
Keep building heights low in the shopping strip.: Well
More parking is needed.: Well
Protect and preserve the heritage and character of our neighbourhoods.: Well
More green outdoor areas are needed.: Somewhat
The Bentleigh market should remain in its current location.: Well
Provide more housing for families.: Not well
More night-time activity is needed with safe places for people to gather.: Well
Extension of zoning boundaries south of Centre Road is concerning. : Not well

Please provide any comments about the proposed actions.
Please list any further feedback that you would like to include in your
submission.
Please list your suburb
BENTLEIGH, VIC

Please list your street name
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SURVEY 23
To what extent do you think the proposed actions (listed in the above table)
address the following community concerns raised during consultation?
Eight storeys is too high for the commercial area of Bentleigh.: Well
Development in residential areas is excessive.: Well
Keep building heights low in the shopping strip.: Somewhat
More parking is needed.: Somewhat
Protect and preserve the heritage and character of our neighbourhoods.: Somewhat
More green outdoor areas are needed.: Somewhat
The Bentleigh market should remain in its current location.: Very well
Provide more housing for families.: Well
More night-time activity is needed with safe places for people to gather.: Well
Extension of zoning boundaries south of Centre Road is concerning. : Well

Please provide any comments about the proposed actions.
Do we really need an extra green park space? We have many in Bentleigh already. Keep the
Godfrey St car park as a car park.
Closure of Vickery St car park will put strain on Bent St parking for Coles customers – clash with
Sunday market on Sundays

Please list any further feedback that you would like to include in your
submission.
Can you build car park over the railway corridor? Ie. Conect Nicholson St to Bent St car park.

Please list your suburb
BENTLEIGH, VIC

Please list your street name
SMITH ST
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SURVEY 25
To what extent do you think the proposed actions (listed in the above table)
address the following community concerns raised during consultation?
Eight storeys is too high for the commercial area of Bentleigh. Not well
Development in residential areas is excessive. Somewhat
Keep building heights low in the shopping strip. Not at all
More parking is needed. Well
Protect and preserve the heritage and character of our neighbourhoods. Well
More green outdoor areas are needed. Not well
The Bentleigh market should remain in its current location. Very well
Provide more housing for families. Well
More night-time activity is needed with safe places for people to gather. Well
Extension of zoning boundaries south of Centre Road is concerning. Well

Please provide any comments about the proposed actions.
Building heights need to be lower in the shopping strip; 2-3 stories maximum. Any higher will mean
a very dark and unpleasant shopping strip. The ambiance and sunshine is Centre Road's best asset.
No street or cafe is pleasant to be on when it is crowded either side and you can barely see the
sky. It would be claustrophobic. The parking suggestion for Horsley street is a good idea, including
designated all-day parking for employees of the area would engender a lot of goodwill to the council
and the area and would encourage people to remain employed in the area, increase trading hours,
and work longer shifts. If the "garden area/park" is built above the existing Godfrey street car park,
then it is a good idea.
Do not compromise shopping parking available for park/garden space. The shopping area is for
shopping! There is a lovely park around the corner on Jasper Road next to Woolworths that is
close enough and large enough to suit requirements. If garden space is absolutely required, make it
part of the 'pedestrian mall' above the station complex. Townhouses instead of apartments will
retain the character and demographic of Bentleigh. Building bigger apartments that actually have
livable space and proper kitchens would also retain families in the area. Council could regulate
larger minimum sqm apartment sizes so that developers build accommodation suitable for more
than just young singles and renters (and I'm a young person saying this!).

Please list any further feedback that you would like to include in your
submission.
Please list your suburb
BENTLEIGH, VIC

Please list your street name
CENTRE RD
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SURVEY 26
To what extent do you think the proposed actions (listed in the above table)
address the following community concerns raised during consultation?
Eight storeys is too high for the commercial area of Bentleigh.: Not well
Development in residential areas is excessive.: Not at all
Keep building heights low in the shopping strip.: Not well
More parking is needed.: Not at all
Protect and preserve the heritage and character of our neighbourhoods.: Not well
More green outdoor areas are needed.: Not well
The Bentleigh market should remain in its current location.: Well
Provide more housing for families.: Not well
More night-time activity is needed with safe places for people to gather.: Somewhat
Extension of zoning boundaries south of Centre Road is concerning. : Somewhat

Please provide any comments about the proposed actions.
I strongly oppose the proposal to change the residential zone between Hayes Street and Horsley
Street to Garden Townhouse of 2-3 storeys. Leave this residential zone as-is.

Please list any further feedback that you would like to include in your
submission.
You have failed to explain how you will adequately address traffic congestion in the streets you
propose will support residential buildings of 3-4 storeys. Today, for example, Hayes Street
BENTLEIGH has cars parked bumper to bumper on BOTH sides of the street ALL DAY, making it
extremely difficult and dangerous for property owners/occupiers to exit/enter their driveways.
Increasing the housing density (and unfortunately you propose to do this in Hayes Street
BENTLEIGH) is going to make today's problem go from bad to far worse.

Please list your suburb
BENTLEIGH, VIC

Please list your street name
HAYES ST
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SURVEY 27
To what extent do you think the proposed actions (listed in the above table)
address the following community concerns raised during consultation?
Eight storeys is too high for the commercial area of Bentleigh.: Somewhat
Development in residential areas is excessive.: Not at all
Keep building heights low in the shopping strip.: Not well
More parking is needed.: Not well
Protect and preserve the heritage and character of our neighbourhoods.: Not at all
More green outdoor areas are needed.: Not at all
The Bentleigh market should remain in its current location.: Somewhat
Provide more housing for families.: Not at all
More night-time activity is needed with safe places for people to gather.: Not well
Extension of zoning boundaries south of Centre Road is concerning. : Not well

Please provide any comments about the proposed actions.
Please list any further feedback that you would like to include in your
submission.
Please list your suburb
BENTLEIGH, VIC

Please list your street name
BRUCE ST
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SURVEY 28
To what extent do you think the proposed actions (listed in the above table)
address the following community concerns raised during consultation?
Eight storeys is too high for the commercial area of Bentleigh.: Well
Development in residential areas is excessive.: Somewhat
Keep building heights low in the shopping strip.: Somewhat
More parking is needed.: Very well
Protect and preserve the heritage and character of our neighbourhoods.: Well
More green outdoor areas are needed.: Very well
The Bentleigh market should remain in its current location.: Very well
Provide more housing for families.: Very well
More night-time activity is needed with safe places for people to gather.: Very well
Extension of zoning boundaries south of Centre Road is concerning. : Very well

Please provide any comments about the proposed actions.
Overall this plan seems excellent. Make the area both beautiful and liveable, and people will be
happy. Don't forget to put importance on making developments well designed stylish, not cheap
looking and garish. Bentleigh and surrounds has too much of this already. Provide some class please!

Please list any further feedback that you would like to include in your
submission.
We live in Fitzroy St, which divides the suburbs of McKinnon and Bentleigh on either side of the
street. Currently the street has a pleasant low development footprint, with only a few double story
homes. The Bentleigh draft Structure Plan sees the Bentleigh side of Fitzroy St being able to
accommodate developments of up to 3 storeys, while the McKinnon side of Fitzroy St will remain at
only 1-2 story developments. If developments of 3 storeys should occur on the Bentleigh side of
Fitzroy St, the street is going to lose its charm and worse, potentially look lopsided and incongruous
with too many mixed styles and heights. To my knowledge, this is the only street that is at risk of
developing this 'split personality'. With our suburb also part of Glen Eira, I think the Council should
push to protect this pretty McKinnon street by retaining the low rise look on both sides of the
street!

Please list your suburb
MCKINNON, VIC

Please list your street name
FITZROY ST
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SURVEY 29
To what extent do you think the proposed actions (listed in the above table)
address the following community concerns raised during consultation?
Eight storeys is too high for the commercial area of Bentleigh.: Very well
Development in residential areas is excessive.: Very well
Keep building heights low in the shopping strip.: Very well
More parking is needed.: Very well
Protect and preserve the heritage and character of our neighbourhoods.: Somewhat
More green outdoor areas are needed.: Very well
The Bentleigh market should remain in its current location.: Very well
Provide more housing for families.: Very well
More night-time activity is needed with safe places for people to gather.: Very well
Extension of zoning boundaries south of Centre Road is concerning. :

Please provide any comments about the proposed actions.
I have been a resident of Bentleigh since
and I think it very important to keep the character of
Bentleigh as it is – keep the height to a maximum of 4 storeys in commercial areas; no higher than 3
storeys in residential areas; reduce the amount of 4 storey apartment areas and increase the
opportunity for townhouses

Please list any further feedback that you would like to include in your
submission.
Please list your suburb
BENTLEIGH, VIC

Please list your street name
LORANNE ST
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SURVEY 30
To what extent do you think the proposed actions (listed in the above table)
address the following community concerns raised during consultation?
Eight storeys is too high for the commercial area of Bentleigh.: Very well
Development in residential areas is excessive.: Very well
Keep building heights low in the shopping strip.: Well
More parking is needed.: Very well
Protect and preserve the heritage and character of our neighbourhoods.: Very well
More green outdoor areas are needed.: Very well
The Bentleigh market should remain in its current location.: Very well
Provide more housing for families.: Very well
More night-time activity is needed with safe places for people to gather.: Very well
Extension of zoning boundaries south of Centre Road is concerning. : Very well

Please provide any comments about the proposed actions.
Garden townhouses may stand the test of time more so than the townhouse/ apartment mix
category. Residents that may want to own a pet will be better able to manage their care if a garden
is provided. Heights in the strategic site (B) will overlook and shadow, existing one storey units with
gardens. Consider lowering heights of buildings in this commercial zone from five storeys to three
storeys. The idea of a green space located near Coles and behind Target would mean less dodging
of cars by pedestrians. Do not remove the car parking near Godfrey St on both sides. This carpark
is well patronised during business times. Where will employees park that work in Bentleigh? Where
has the new Nicholson St car park gone on the plan? Parking times outside businesses are mainly
one hour only and do not include consideration for an ageing population that may need access to
banks, doctors clinics, allied health services and solicitors. Consider more strategically placed
disabled car parking spaces. Small streets (length-wise) included in the General residential zone need
to be exempt from three storey apartment block developments. The alternative would be garden
townhouses that are more in keeping with the heritage character of these residential streets and
remain a choice for families.

Please list any further feedback that you would like to include in your
submission.
Please do not place five storey apartment blocks close to one storey units.

Please list your suburb
MCKINNON, VIC

Please list your street name
MALACCA ST
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SURVEY 31
To what extent do you think the proposed actions (listed in the above table)
address the following community concerns raised during consultation?
Eight storeys is too high for the commercial area of Bentleigh.: Somewhat
Development in residential areas is excessive.: Somewhat
Keep building heights low in the shopping strip.: Somewhat
More parking is needed.: Not well
Protect and preserve the heritage and character of our neighbourhoods.: Well
More green outdoor areas are needed.: Well
The Bentleigh market should remain in its current location.: Very well
Provide more housing for families.: Very well
More night-time activity is needed with safe places for people to gather.: Very well
Extension of zoning boundaries south of Centre Road is concerning. : Very well

Please provide any comments about the proposed actions.
There should be a balance between addressing the pressure for more housing and services, and
impacting upon the liveability and sociability of Bentleigh. The plan maintains significant residential
areas as subject to minimal change, which is positive. The extent to which townhouses and
apartments should increase is an issue. I am not aware of the competing contentions but I note that
the proposed apartments could be considered a modest increase given current apartments being
constructed in Bentleigh and surrounds and future demand.

Please list any further feedback that you would like to include in your
submission.
Please list your suburb
BENTLEIGH, VIC

Please list your street name
JASPER RD
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SURVEY 32
To what extent do you think the proposed actions (listed in the above table)
address the following community concerns raised during consultation?
Eight storeys is too high for the commercial area of Bentleigh.: Well
Development in residential areas is excessive.: Well
Keep building heights low in the shopping strip.: Well
More parking is needed.: Well
Protect and preserve the heritage and character of our neighbourhoods.: Well
More green outdoor areas are needed.: Somewhat
The Bentleigh market should remain in its current location.: Very well
Provide more housing for families.: Well
More night-time activity is needed with safe places for people to gather.: Well
Extension of zoning boundaries south of Centre Road is concerning. : Well

Please provide any comments about the proposed actions.
Please list any further feedback that you would like to include in your
submission.
Please list your suburb
BENTLEIGH, VIC

Please list your street name
CENTRE RD
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SURVEY 33
To what extent do you think the proposed actions (listed in the above table)
address the following community concerns raised during consultation?
Eight storeys is too high for the commercial area of Bentleigh.: Well
Development in residential areas is excessive.: Somewhat
Keep building heights low in the shopping strip.: Well
More parking is needed.: Not well
Protect and preserve the heritage and character of our neighbourhoods.: Somewhat
More green outdoor areas are needed.: Somewhat
The Bentleigh market should remain in its current location.: Well
Provide more housing for families.: Not at all
More night-time activity is needed with safe places for people to gather.: Somewhat
Extension of zoning boundaries south of Centre Road is concerning. : Well

Please provide any comments about the proposed actions.
Do not sacrifice carpark spaces; those of us that live at some distance need to be able to drive and
park for our shopping.
Carparks at the back of Aldi, Target, Coles and all the way to Jasper are a fundamental feature that
allows the shopping to thrive. Weekly/monthly shopping is not feasible without a car where to put
all the shopping. If parking is not available, we, customers will move to another more shopper
friendly suburb.

Please list any further feedback that you would like to include in your
submission.
Please list your suburb
BENTLEIGH, VIC

Please list your street name
MCLEAN AVE
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SURVEY 34
To what extent do you think the proposed actions (listed in the above table)
address the following community concerns raised during consultation?
Eight storeys is too high for the commercial area of Bentleigh.: Well
Development in residential areas is excessive.: Somewhat
Keep building heights low in the shopping strip.: Somewhat
More parking is needed.: Not well
Protect and preserve the heritage and character of our neighbourhoods.: Not well
More green outdoor areas are needed.: Not well
The Bentleigh market should remain in its current location.: Not well
Provide more housing for families.: Somewhat
More night-time activity is needed with safe places for people to gather.: Somewhat
Extension of zoning boundaries south of Centre Road is concerning. : Not well

Please provide any comments about the proposed actions.
Please list any further feedback that you would like to include in your
submission.
Please list your suburb
BENTLEIGH, VIC

Please list your street name
BREWER RD
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SURVEY 35
To what extent do you think the proposed actions (listed in the above table)
address the following community concerns raised during consultation?
Eight storeys is too high for the commercial area of Bentleigh.: Very well
Development in residential areas is excessive.: Very well
Keep building heights low in the shopping strip.: Very well
More parking is needed.: Somewhat
Protect and preserve the heritage and character of our neighbourhoods.: Well
More green outdoor areas are needed.: Well
The Bentleigh market should remain in its current location.: Well
Provide more housing for families.: Not well
More night-time activity is needed with safe places for people to gather.: Somewhat
Extension of zoning boundaries south of Centre Road is concerning. : Well

Please provide any comments about the proposed actions.
Please list any further feedback that you would like to include in your
submission.
Please list your suburb
BENTLEIGH, VIC

Please list your street name
WHEATLEY RD
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SURVEY 36
To what extent do you think the proposed actions (listed in the above table)
address the following community concerns raised during consultation?
Eight storeys is too high for the commercial area of Bentleigh.: Well
Development in residential areas is excessive.: Somewhat
Keep building heights low in the shopping strip.: Not well
More parking is needed.: Somewhat
Protect and preserve the heritage and character of our neighbourhoods.: Not at all
More green outdoor areas are needed.: Somewhat
The Bentleigh market should remain in its current location.: Well
Provide more housing for families.: Well
More night-time activity is needed with safe places for people to gather.: Somewhat
Extension of zoning boundaries south of Centre Road is concerning. : Somewhat

Please provide any comments about the proposed actions.
Please list any further feedback that you would like to include in your
submission.
Please list your suburb
BENTLEIGH, VIC

Please list your street name
CAIRNES GROVE
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SURVEY 37
To what extent do you think the proposed actions (listed in the above table)
address the following community concerns raised during consultation?
Eight storeys is too high for the commercial area of Bentleigh.: Somewhat,
Development in residential areas is excessive.: Somewhat,
Keep building heights low in the shopping strip. : Well,
More parking is needed.: Somewhat,
Protect and preserve the heritage and character of our neighbourhoods.: Somewhat,
More green outdoor areas are needed.: Well,
The Bentleigh market should remain in its current location.: Well,
Provide more housing for families.: Somewhat,
More night-time activity is needed with safe places for people to gather.: Well,
Extension of zoning boundaries south of Centre Road is concerning. : Somewhat

Please provide any comments about the proposed actions.
Please list any further feedback that you would like to include in your
submission.
Please list your suburb
BENTLEIGH, VIC

Please list your street name
CAMPBELL ST
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SURVEY 38
To what extent do you think the proposed actions (listed in the above table)
address the following community concerns raised during consultation?
Eight storeys is too high for the commercial area of Bentleigh.: Well,
Development in residential areas is excessive.: Well,
Keep building heights low in the shopping strip. : Well,
More parking is needed.: Not well,
Protect and preserve the heritage and character of our neighbourhoods.: Somewhat,
More green outdoor areas are needed.: Somewhat,
The Bentleigh market should remain in its current location.: Very well,
Provide more housing for families.: Not well,
More night-time activity is needed with safe places for people to gather.: Somewhat,
Extension of zoning boundaries south of Centre Road is concerning. : Somewhat

Please provide any comments about the proposed actions.
The whole issue of parking, or lack of is not going to be solved with 200 car spaces, short or long
term. Council has failed yet again to address the issues of car parking and traffic movement in the
Bentleigh area, in fact in the city of Glen Eira as a whole.

Please list any further feedback that you would like to include in your
submission.
Please list your suburb
BENTLEIGH EAST, VIC

Please list your street name
MALANE
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SURVEY 39
To what extent do you think the proposed actions (listed in the above table)
address the following community concerns raised during consultation?
Eight storeys is too high for the commercial area of Bentleigh.: Very well,
Development in residential areas is excessive.: Very well,
Keep building heights low in the shopping strip. : Very well,
More parking is needed.: Somewhat,
Protect and preserve the heritage and character of our neighbourhoods.: Very well,
More green outdoor areas are needed.: Well,
The Bentleigh market should remain in its current location.: Very well,
Provide more housing for families.: Somewhat,
More night-time activity is needed with safe places for people to gather.: Well,
Extension of zoning boundaries south of Centre Road is concerning. : Well

Please provide any comments about the proposed actions.
Eight storeys: 5 storeys for now but community concerns are not forward-looking enough. Eight
stories will probably be needed around transport hubs to handle increased population. Need
benchmarking against peer suburbs interstate & overseas.
Development excessive: true, except for special-case around Transport Hubs eg Ormond Tower is
appropriate & protesters are mis-informed.
More housing for families: 3-4 bedroom sounds good until you look at sq.m footprint per room most are too small.
More night-time activity: Consider bringing back a Bentleigh cinema - see
https://www.danielbowen.com/2010/05/03/bentleigh-had-a-cinema/
Strategic Cycling Corridor (SCC) in documents - please provide a definition of this term.
Encourage all Bentleigh Stakeholders especially funded & supported bodies (eg Bentleigh Traders
Association, Community Health & Neighbourhood houses) to verify that the content of their
individual strategic plan documents mesh with Council's.

Please list any further feedback that you would like to include in your
submission.
Public Transport: Bus frequencies must be increased to cater for and encourage active transport to
the revitalised Bentleigh precinct. Yes, the trains are now every 10min but the bus frequencies need
to be upgraded to match.

Please list your suburb
BENTLEIGH EAST, VIC

Please list your street name
GOWRIE ST
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SURVEY 40
To what extent do you think the proposed actions (listed in the above table)
address the following community concerns raised during consultation?
Eight storeys is too high for the commercial area of Bentleigh.: Very well,
Development in residential areas is excessive.: Very well,
Keep building heights low in the shopping strip. : Very well,
More parking is needed.: Very well,
Protect and preserve the heritage and character of our neighbourhoods.: Very well,
More green outdoor areas are needed.: Very well,
The Bentleigh market should remain in its current location.: Very well,
Provide more housing for families.: Not at all,
More night-time activity is needed with safe places for people to gather.: Very well,
Extension of zoning boundaries south of Centre Road is concerning. : Well

Please provide any comments about the proposed actions.
Housing for families is needed but tiny two-bedroom townhouses will not fix the problem. I'd
rather have spacious three bedroom apartment buildings than tiny townhouses that will not
accommodate families.

Please list any further feedback that you would like to include in your
submission.
The council should not allow 4-5 constructions happening at the same time in the same or very
close block. Bent Street had 5 constructions at the same time, a massive amount of noise and air
pollution, lack of car parking due to the number of workers car parked, both side path walks
blocked at the same time, traffic blocked on two ends of the street. It was a nightmare! It shouldn't
happen.

Please list your suburb
BENTLEIGH, VIC

Please list your street name
Bent Street
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SURVEY 41
To what extent do you think the proposed actions (listed in the above table)
address the following community concerns raised during consultation?
Eight storeys is too high for the commercial area of Bentleigh.: Somewhat,
Development in residential areas is excessive.: Somewhat,
Keep building heights low in the shopping strip. : Somewhat,
More parking is needed.: Not at all,
Protect and preserve the heritage and character of our neighbourhoods.: Not well,
More green outdoor areas are needed.: Not well,
The Bentleigh market should remain in its current location.: Not well,
Provide more housing for families.: Not well,
More night-time activity is needed with safe places for people to gather.: Not at all,
Extension of zoning boundaries south of Centre Road is concerning. : Somewhat

Please provide any comments about the proposed actions.
Coles needs to be kept where it is. All the parking at ground level needs to be kept behind the
shops on the northern side of Centre Road and around Coles. This area is the shopping heart of
Bentleigh. People will not come from other suburbs to shop in Bentleigh if they have to park in a
multilevel carpark. If they only have the choice of a multilevel carpark, they will go to Southland
instead of Bentleigh. Vickery St should NOT be closed - this is the shopping heart of Bentleigh and
to close it off will be a disaster for traders. More cafés is not the way to lure more shoppers into
the precinct. Creating a mall in the carpark to the south of where Coles is now cannot be
compared to Oakleigh which has a strong gradual history of a Greek presence. Bentleigh has
enough cafes - they are not full - people are not sitting in cafes all day - they are working more and
more. The development of a so-called 'mall' in the current carparks close to where Coles is now
will kill the heart of Bentleigh. This is a precious area that people love - why kill an area that is used
well and loved? The Bentleigh Market carpark in Bent St could be changed to 2 or 3 hour parking to
allow people to go shopping in Bentleigh - rather than having so many all day parks for commuters.
All day parking should be removed from that carpark. Please strive to keep Coles where it is. It is
perfect and brings shoppers to the rest of Bentleigh. It is close to the train as well as having at-grade
parking - both being attractive to people outside of the area to come and shop. Please have more
trees and more grass and more shrubs rather than extra paved areas. Please don't kill Bentleigh
shopping with the development of apartments where Coles is currently situated. Please don't
develop a useless mall. The loss of at-grade parking around Coles and behind the shops on the
northern side of Centre Rd will make the Bentleigh Market less attractive to visitors as it will be
too hard to access. The proposed multilevel carpark will be too far away from the Bent St site of
the market and not be inviting. The market will lose its patronage very quickly. People do not just
'hang out' in malls where there are cafes. Bentleigh lacks cinemas which are a drawcard for e.g.
Elsternwick, Camberwell and Brighton. Please note that those suburbs have their cafes and
restaurants operating on busy roads - that is where people feel safe - not in backwater 'malls' such
as is proposed for Bentleigh. The current cafes in Bentleigh would stay open if people wanted to be
out at night in Bentleigh. I can see the proposed 'mall' quickly becoming a very nasty place at night.
Please keep Vickery St open to Centre Road. The proposed park at Godfrey St could be lovely if it
doesn't have too many paved areas and has indigenous plantings.

Please list any further feedback that you would like to include in your
submission.
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Please don't wreck the heart of Bentleigh! Please don't move Coles - this is the drawcard for much
of Bentleigh. Please don't put apartments where Coles is now.

Please list your suburb
BENTLEIGH, VIC

Please list your street name
Bent St
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SURVEY 42
To what extent do you think the proposed actions (listed in the above table)
address the following community concerns raised during consultation?
Eight storeys is too high for the commercial area of Bentleigh.: Very well
Development in residential areas is excessive.: Very well
Keep building heights low in the shopping strip.: Somewhat
More parking is needed.: Somewhat
Protect and preserve the heritage and character of our neighbourhoods.: Very well
More green outdoor areas are needed.: Somewhat
The Bentleigh market should remain in its current location.: Somewhat
Provide more housing for families.: Somewhat
More night-time activity is needed with safe places for people to gather.: Not well
Extension of zoning boundaries south of Centre Road is concerning. : Very well

Please provide any comments about the proposed actions.
The draft structure plan looks to be a major rezoning exercise that will basically turn the suburb
over to developers, and probably also allow Council to then rezone McKinnon and other areas.
This is a disgrace, particularly as Glen Eira already has scope for significant redevelopment at
Caulfield racecourse carpark and East Village area. We don't need side-by-side row houses on
Fitzroy St, or more massive apartments in Oak St.

Please list any further feedback that you would like to include in your
submission.
Please list your suburb
MCKINNON, VIC

Please list your street name
CARLTON ST
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ONLINE FORUM
SUBMISSION 1 – 22 NOVEMBER 2017
I have a few comments on the parking proposals put forward as part of the council's
plans.Firstly, I am surprised that the plans for two new multi-level car parks seem to
have been put forward with no thought on the effects of increased traffic on already
extremely congested small roads. For example, Bleazby Street is effectively a dead-end
street with a narrow access through to Oak Street which is already choked on busy
days. Secondly, I see that the 'Parking Analysis' survey was undertaken on just 2 days - 1
a weekday and the second on a Saturday, both in mid-winter. That is a ridiculous way to
undertake a representative survey. The samples need to be taken over a longer period
of time to assess the true nature of the car park usage. Or perhaps the council could
talk to the locals about their views. Why has there been no attempt to count the
current through traffic in affected streets? Thirdly, how do the council plan to build a
multi-level carpark in Bleazby Street when there are existing above first and second
level apartments on the Centre Road side of the existing car park with balconies facing
south? The existing car parks are currently treed and landscaped. I assume that a new
car park would see the removal of these. In recent years the clearing of existing blocks
in the Bentleigh area has seen the wholesale loss of green space as new apartment
blocks arise. It is a shame to see the council now joining in this vandalism of what few
trees remain. It is also strange that on one hand, council wants to promote the use of
public transport and walking while also advocating increasing car parking spaces.

SUBMISSION 2 – 9 NOVEMBER 2017
Does the council council have a counter for current population and what each
planned and underway development will add to the area? Why not put that on your
website with zones of council areas?

SUBMISSION 3 – 9 NOVEMBER 2017
As parking becomes more of an issue is the council going to create a multi series of
multi level carparks to service commuters and shoppers in the area? And as we live
in a flood plain area as highlighted by level crossing removal works with excavations
having to avoid interrupting underground water movement and creating dams do
your experts expect problems in underground carparks and with deep foundations
required by larger housing developments? Finally are the area's schools going to be
totally redeveloped to cope with expected catchment pupil increases or does
planning mean they just bus to spaces in other areas or is McKinnon zone still the
catch cry for developers regardless of class size capacities?

SUBMISSION 4 – 5 NOVEMBER 2017
I am pleased to see the Glen Eira response, "What we are proposing" to the 10
things that the community has provided as feedback in Bentleigh.I am opposed to
High Density development and 3 storeyss outside of the Commercial space or
Railway line. I am ok with a mix of 2 storey medium and low densityI understand
that the Victorian Government is forcing Councils to make room for a growing
population however I don't agree that making more room within the current city
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boundaries is the answer and why Bentleigh needs to take on an inappropriate share
of the burdern. Victorian Government should be looking to expand other Victorian
towns, eg. Geelong, Bendigo, Shepparton, Ballarat and many others as centres for
work and residential growth. Why should Victoria only have one main city in the
whole State. Why should it be the only centre for nearly all employment? That
seems so short sighted... I don't agree with the excuse that infrastructure (new
public transport, water and electricity lines) are too expensive.Employers should be
offered significant grants to place their businesses in new hubs. Bentleigh:My view is
that we should restrict the higher density developments to low amenity areas such
as the rail line, and shopping areas. Increase car parking around shops and railway
stations and preserve our green spaces.I was incensed by the first submssion of the
Draft Structure Plan and I provided my feedback. How did the development in
Mitchell St get approved??... It is one of the most inapporpriate developments in
Bentleigh.. not near enough to be part of the commercial centre, and not on the
railway line !!

SUBMISSION 5 – 2 NOVEMBER 2017
I realise parking and building heights are largely out of council's hands, but I do think
Glen Eira needs to band together with other councils and demand of the State
Government that it look closely and quickly at the chaos its lax planning laws are
creating in once delightful suburban areas. Unlike many large cities, our train system
is a series of lines emanating from the city centre with no connecting lines between
them to prevent the necessity of returning to the city to change direction. Largely
because of this, it is difficult for anyone to work or move about outside the city
centre without access to a car. As I understand it, only one car space per unit is
allocated in most apartment complexes with the result that at least one car of a
couple must be parked in the street. Already residents are finding that many streets
are becoming single lane due to the impossibility of passing between a solid line of
cars parked on both sides of the road. Think about it, for 50-unit complexes such as
in Bent St, each has the capacity to add an additional 50 cars requiring parking in the
street. A side issue is the difficulty residents are now finding in obtaining short-term
parking in the shopping centres and in supermarket car parks.I used to think it funny
that a Berlin friend kept a motorised scooter in the boot of his car so he could ride
home after he eventually found a parking spot often several kilometres from his
home. Likewise in Beijing I became aware that because little parking provision had
been made in high-rise apartment blocks, residents found it necessary to park on the
outskirts of the city. As a result, car owners were limited in their ability to use their
car.Do we really need to make the mistakes that have made life difficult in other
cities, most of which have the saving grace of vastly superior public transport to that
in Melbourne? Good planning now will keep our city/suburbs liveable. It is extremely
depressing to see the often poorly designed and constructed apartments rising in
once attractive suburbs, including our own Bentleigh and McKinnon.I would be
interested in council's view on this and to know what it plans to do about it
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FACEBOOK SUBMISSIONS
FACEBOOK 1 – 8 NOVEMBER 2017
No more appartments buildings would be good!!!

8 November

SUBMISSION 2 – 9 NOVEMBER 2017
Leave the railway car park and fix the rotunda. No
more apartment blocks either.

9 November

SUBMISSION 3 – 12 NOVEMBER 2017
We already have empty shops which aren't being rented,and they
want to build more apartments,so they will be empty.lets hope
that the people of Bentleigh say No to the future plans for here.

12 November

SUBMISSION 4 – 12 NOVEMBER 2017
I am not for or against and agree re empty shops but doesnt more
apartments mean more people which means more customers?

12 November

SUBMISSION 5 – 8 NOVEMBER 2017
Does your long term vision for Bentleigh include representing the
views of the people who elected you, to halt inappropriate
development? If not, are you concerned that you will not be reelected?

17 November

SUBMISSION 6 – 8 NOVEMBER 2017
Enough with the construction work. I work in mckinnon and am
struggling to find parking that isnt 2 hours. When i work from 8am
to 2pm and cant leave work to move my car.

17 November

SUBMISSION 7 – 22 NOVEMBER
Give incentives to premium retailers and restaurants to open in
the area.

22 November

SUBMISSION 8 – 22 NOVEMBER 2017
The open space area in Vickery st with cafes and restaurants looks
great. Eaton mall in Oakleigh is a great example of something like
this done right. If you can get approval for this and make it happen
it will be a fantastic boost for the area.
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22 November

SUBMISSION 9 – 3 DECEMBER 2017
Apartments, providing they are quality, is a good thing. People are
just too short sighted to see it

3 December

SUBMISSION 10 – 7 DECEMBER 2017
Apartments are great but what about enough parking spaces for all
the extra people who come and visit,or who live in that street and
can't park near there house or as where finding out now .can't get
into there own driveway as people have parked over the driveway
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7 December

